Introducing....
Coffee Chats with MCS Peer Advisors

Have questions about Classes? Internships? Research?

Your MCS Peer Advisors are eager to meet you! Whether you're a declared MCS major or a prospective MCS major, come chat with us over a beverage. We're here to help you however we can.

How it works:
Reach out to any one of your peer advisors (listed below) via email to set up a coffee chat with him/her! The MCS department will be sponsoring the coffee (or other drink!). In the subject line put: MCS Coffee Chat - Your Name

To see full profiles: https://mcs.stanford.edu/people/mcs-peer-advisors
Meet your Peer Advisors:

Marissa Gerchick
- Interned: startups, government, management consulting
- Research: Computational Social Science - MS&E and LAW
- MCS Honors - Computational Policy
- Interest in Civic technology, Stanford in Washington, D.C.
- Email: gerchick@stanford.edu

Joe Bossetti
- Interned: management consulting at Bain & Company
- Work Exp: data science, investment banking, med research
- Research: Statistical research in education - School of Medicine
- Double major in Art History
- Email: jbosetti@stanford.edu

Kimberly Te
- Coterm: CS, concentration: AI and HCl; Minor-Digital Humanities
- Interned: Facebook, Microsoft, Intel for Software and PM
- MCS Honors - Computer Graphics and Visualization
- President of Stanford's STEAM and studied abroad in Florence
- Email: kimte@stanford.edu